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Abstract

The shrines and their custodians in our society are valued as respect in our society. The department of Aukaf is in charge for managing the waqf properties attached to religious establishments. This paper discusses the institutional and legislative framework surrounding architectural conservation of shrines sited in Lahore along with other powers and urban milieu of these shrines that affect them. The data collected for this research are based on primary and secondary sources. The research findings are that there has been a recent trend of large-scale institutional approach towards reconstructing shrines buildings which generated with the Data Darbar Complex project. This paper attempts to understand the expansion of the darbar from small to a complex for the zaireen and pilgrims. The silsias of data Darbar started from silsila-e-Jundiai, silsila-e-faizane oulda, silsila-e-tassawwuf, silsila-e-safai, silsila-e-tareeqat, silsila-e-qadaria, silsila-e-madani, silsila-e-qadria kazmi, silsila-e-chistiyan

1. Introduction

Religion plays a vital part in the everyday life of a person around the globe. Every action of an individual is meant to be in conformity with the principles of that religion and this is what the individual strives for as well. Beliefs in this regard play a very important role, for it is the belief in the Supreme Deity, the Supreme Scriptures and the messengers that enable a person to follow this path of devotion. The usual method of professing devotion is through following the injunctions as laid down by the religion. Another form of displaying devotion, very commonly practiced in this part of the world is through visiting of shrines, tombs and mausoleums. This trend is found in all religions including Islam. The shrines here in Pakistan are of saints who are believed to be men of Allah and their role in spreading and preaching of Islam is noteworthy. The fact that shrines, big and small, are spread all across the country shows the eminent presence of Sufism in the society and also displays the culture of pirs and sajjada nashins. In Pakistan, every Muslim, one way or the other, either is a believer of a mystical order or follows a pir with utmost dedication [1].

The person buried in the shrine is either a pir himself or a renowned saint. For every pir, generally, a shrine is built as a tribute to his/her mystical presence. These pirs play the role of an intermediary between the common man and God [2]. This common man is the devotee who requires a pir to be able to reach the congregation of Prophets and ultimately access God. The idea is that the God is the Supreme Deity who sent Prophets to guide people. These Prophets then passed away and since there is not to be another prophet, God chose the most pious of the His people to lead the common man to religion and to God. These pirs then pass on the message of God and religion to the people. The following of the pir depends on his or her ability in making that connection and also in his ability of bestowing blessings [3]. After the pir comes the place of a sajjada nashin who is the “holder of the shrine” and is selected by the pir as his successor. There are four
types of shrines of the sufi orders Chisti Order, Suhrawardi Order, Qadiri Order and Naqshbandi Order. Chisti order shrines are largely found in Punjab.

Shrines are not only a hub of religious practice and avenues of devotion, they also play a part in the social, political and economic landscape of not only their particular geographical area but also of the country. Tombs and shrines in the Pakistani society are a nerve center of social activities. These places not only are there for divine intervention but also serve as avenues of interfaith unity and social harmony [4]. In a lot of instances, the local landlord is the *pir* himself or is a very close associate of the local landlord [5]. The landlord ensures that the local villagers contribute materially to the well-being of the shrine as well as the *pir*. Politically, the state used shrines as a means of interacting with the general population at the emotional as well as physical level [6]. For this purpose, the *urs*, the annual death anniversary celebration, is considered as the best time. Keeping a control on shrines is a means of harboring political ties between state and society. Through this the state creates an allegiance towards itself. A comprehensive database of shrines spread all over Punjab which contains a total of 598 shrines tells that Lahore has the largest number of shrines in Punjab, followed by Multan and Rawalpindi [7]. The numbers are 73, 20 and 17 respectively. Aukaf Department administers 530 shrines in Punjab. The presence of shrines is not a rural phenomenon, in fact, urban centers tend to have a higher concentration of shrines but *Sufis* preferred to settle outside the walled cities and get buried in their *Hujrahs* upon death. Some notable shrines present in Lahore include Darbar Hazrat Ali Hujwari aka Data Gunj Bakh, Darbar Hazrat Mian Meer, Darbar Bibi Pak Daman, Darbar Pir Makki Sharif, Hazrat Meeran Muj Darya, Darbar Shah Hussain and Darbar Shah Jamal.

2. Methodology

The main objective of this research is to study the impact of these shrines in the physical structure and the cultural profile of the city as an architectural entity. The research focuses on these shrines in our society along with the legislative framework regarding the conservation of these historical shrines with the contribution of the related authorities. The facts collected for this study on the shrines were taken from the primary and ancillary sources of historic literature on shrines which was further proved by a detailed study of the legislative framework and policies in the acts, followed by several site visits of Data Gunj Bakh Lahore. The collected data was studied with reference to the architectural conservation policies for these shrines and their sustainability practices. Listed below are some of the Nobel shrines both conserved and non-conserved in Table-1.

3. Historical Significance of Data Darbar

The Data Ganj Bakhsh Shrine is situated in the second-largest city of Pakistan, Lahore. It is officially the nation's biggest sanctuary, both in terms of capacity and number of tourists. Data Ganj Bakhsh is the most popular name for the saint, which is 'big' or 'great treasurer' even though it is often named the details. The shrine’s name is Data Darbar, the term used by Darbar for a royal court. One of the first Muslim saints to spread Islam in the city, he is considered the divine protector of the town today. In the early decades of XI century BC, Hazrat Ali Hujwairi, commonly referred to as Hazrat Data Gunj Bukhsh, immigrated from Ghazni, Afghanistan and established himself in Lahore. Shortly after the saint Ali Hujwiri, who died in 1073, the Shrine was built. The shrine was located just outside Lahore's city walls, in the 1920s and 1940s when Lahore rapidly grew. In order to look after and manage waqf properties Aukaf Department was set up in 1960 under Waqf Properties Order 1959 (revised in 1979). The shrine complexes of Hazrat Ali Hujwiri, Baba Bulleh Shah, Imam Bari Sarkar are instances of systematic designs planned holistically by government-funded architectural consultants. From 1993 to 2012, the shrines of Hazrat Badshah Khoshab, Sakhi Saimen Sherazi, Baba Bulleh Shah, Abdul us Salam Chishti Bara Bhai Masroor, Sialkot, Hazrat Qutab Shah Wali Narowal, Hazrat Suleman, Parasa Jelum, Hazrat Pir Maqbool Mufftian Dina, Jelum, Hazrat Shah de Taaliyan Rawalpindi, Hazrat Pir Ghaib Shah Rawaat, Baba Shah Jamal Shaikhupura, Ghoray Shah Lahore, Baba Kamal Chishti Kasur, Hazrat Bibi Bibi have been reconstructed during the last two decades. Data Darbar is situated in the middle of the district, on the Ravi road near Bhatti. This shrine has been a hub of attraction or pilgrimage for a number of causes, such as langar, poor persons, need for meditation, citizens with issues. In past we can all relate to the temples and stupa complexes that extended from simpler temples to big complexes with hostel facility as well. So, this concept of extension and reconstruction of these
shrines and Khanqahs isn’t something new rather goes way back with the same ideology to accommodate the pilgrims. In 1981 the Data Darbar Complex design competition took place. Previously the waqf department or the caretakers / mutawallis were only involved in informal developments. In the 1981 shrine complex a large jami'a mosque was added under the leadership of the then President of Pakistan. Modern and new building materials were kept in the architectural features for its construction. It was a first difference of the traditional techniques of building and decorating the shrine buildings.

Fig. 1: Shrines in Pakistan  source Malik & Mirza, 2015

Fig. 2: Shrines in Lahore (Source: Google map retrieved on 22/06/2020)
Table 2: Example of some noble Shrines in Lahore

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Illustration</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Illustration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>8.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrine of Madhu Laal Hussain, Bagbanpura Shalimar Gardens Lahore</td>
<td>Shrine of Shah Jamal, near Shadman Lahore</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9.</th>
<th>10.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shrine of Sheikh Saadu, Hakiman Bazar, Kucha Faqirkhana WCLA Lahore</td>
<td>Shrine of Said Mitha Sarkar, Said Mitha Bazar, WCLA Lahore</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11.</th>
<th>12.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shrine Baba Daynay Shah, Zafar Colony Samanabad Town, Lahore.</td>
<td>Shrine of Jan Muhammed Hazuri, Allama Iqbal Rd, Muhammad Nagar Garhi Shahu, Lahore</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This project began in the year 1981 and completed in the year 1999. It took nearly 20 years due to lack of funds available to both federal and provincial governments. Originally the shrine covered an area of 3125 sq. feet but nearly 33333 sq. feet of built area was added to the shrine. Later on, the whole building structure was called as the Data Darbar Complex. The extension of the shrine made it a more dynamic organization in terms of its operations. It was undertaken to encourage an growing number of pilgrims. While Data Darbar is of an exceptional magnitude, much of the welfare benefits may potentially be incorporated in other shrines as well. The shrine complexes are periodically restored, rehabilitated, rehabilitated, added to and expanded to suit visitor and pilgrim’s needs. Baba Farid was buried in his house that was converted into a Khanqah. The shrine was built in 1947 with an octogonal tomb featuring a green roof, a wide garden, and a middle 19th century mosque. Later on, rooms, verandas were added to a small mosque and a little burial place were added. Baba Farid Pakpattan shrine area was 11,600 square meters. In 1960, the Aukaf Organization took over the vicinity along with 12
trade units and 5412 acres of waqf property. The Waqf organization has acquired land on the west and south sides of Baba Farid shrine to extend Baba Farid shrine boundaries and to create a new entrance on Sahiwal Road that will assist devotees. Several ancient buildings, such as Burj Nizamai, Burj Sabiri and Burj Jamali, were destroyed during the building and extension, while they had significant significance. In the shrine Baba Farid was an ancient mosque in the Tughlaq period demolished in 1999 C.E. [19].

The scheme involved the extension of the house including the car park, air-conditioning, the semi-basement sama'a, the work area of the seminary, the library, the police station, the missing & found place, the Jahez community office, etc. Architectural Method Data Darbar Complex has inspired other shrine complexes such as Bari Imam Sarkar Complex, Miyan Muhammad Bukhsh Shrine Complex, Baba Bulleh Shah Shrine Complex, etc. This extension has been affected by the socio-religious and built environment of the shrine. The construction of a large mosque encouraged the daily, weekly, monthly and annual ceremonies in the prayer hall parallel to the sanctuary. A large mosque was built near the original shrine building with tall minarets. Several other amenities like the underground car parking, seminar hall, sama'a hall, air-conditioning system, water-storage system, ablution area, lavatories, lost & found section, police check-post, office of jahez (dowry) committee and an extensive shoe-rack section were provided in this project. This project greatly facilitated the increasing number of zaireen (visitors) visiting the shrine and led to increased collection of donations for the Aukaf Department.

4. Results and Discussions

A thorough analytical study reveals that there is a lack of comprehensive conservation policies in Pakistan. The legislators have devised two statutes which provide protection to buildings of historical significance. These are THE ANTIQUITIES ACT 1975 and THE PUNJAB SPECIAL PREMISES (PRESERVATION), ORDINANCE, 1985 respectively. The Antiquity Act 1975 of the Parliament has been designed for the preservation of movable and immovable antiquities. It has provisions for enlisting historical buildings like shrines and mosques as 'protected', guardianship of such properties, representation against declarations by the Archaeology Department, protection of places of worship and prohibition against damage and destruction of protected antiquities. Once declared 'protected', properties cannot be damaged and demolished in any case. Repair works can also take place on the orders of Director General Archaeology, which has been devolved to provincial government under the 18th Amendment. Section 22 of the Act clearly states that:

"No development plan or scheme or new construction on, or within a distance of two hundred feet of, a protected immovable antiquity shall be undertaken or executed except with the approval of the Director."

While with regards to protecting the sanctity of shrines and other places of worship, Section 17 states that:

"A place of worship or shrine, being an antiquity maintained by the Federal Government, shall not be used for any purpose inconsistent with its character."

Whereas, in order to specifically preserve certain premises of historical and architectural value in Punjab and to control and regulate their alterations, demolition, re-erection and ancillary matter thereto, the Punjab Special Premises (Preservation) Ordinance, 1985 was promulgated. This ordinance uses a term 'committee' instead of the Director Archaeology. Section 11 of the ordinance also prohibits any construction within 200 feet of the special premises except with the prior approval of the Government or its committee. While Section 5 states:

"No alteration in or renovation, demolition or re-erection of such portion of a Special Premises as is visible from outside, or any part of such portion, shall be effected without the prior permission in writing of the Government or a Committee."

However, this ordinance doesn’t mention anything about the procedure of formulation of such committees. Legal complexities can develop if government prefers to choose a majority of members from within the government instead of independent architectural experts, historians and other stakeholders just as in the case of Metro Orange Line Project. Due to this project, construction is bound to take place within 200 feet of Darbar Mauj Darya and certain other entities as observed is mandatory when as the situation is opposite. As a result some of the concerned citizens, groups and NGO’S petitioned against the issuance of NOC by Director Archaeology and formulation of decision committee. The majority of the mosques and shrines in our society are managed by voluntary local organizations. With the
passage of time, deterioration in the running affairs of these important mosques and holy shrines created the need for the restoration of their sanctity. Aukaf Organization was formed as a legal entity in the year 1959, through the "West Pakistan Waqf Properties Rules" of 1960 aimed at "regulating" endowments [8] and controlling the political powers of the mullahs and pirs, especially in rural areas [9]. Aukaf ordinance issued through the 1960s and 70s were all part of an attempt to bring the rhetoric about shrines and mystics in line with the Islamic beliefs as the charge that pilgrims visiting shrines engage in un-Islamic behavior is a common one [10]. Currently this department works under the Punjab Waqf Properties Ordinance, 1979. The Aukaf Organization is a self-funded body where the basic funding is received from shrine donations, leases of agricultural lands and rents from commercial and residential properties. The funds generated are utilized for education, medical facilities, social welfare, academic scholarships and the upkeep of important religious monuments and holy places. According to the Punjab Waqf Properties Ordinance, 1979, the functions performed by this department are the control of mosques, shrines and other religious institutions under the Chief Administrator of Aukaf, Punjab. The management of central Aukaf fund, regulation of religious trusts, administration of Muslim Graveyards and preparation of religious education schemes. Followed by the printing and Publication of the Holy Quran including administration of the publication of the Holy Quran (Elimination of Printing & Recording Errors) Act, 1973.

There are many influential shrines in rural areas that have been allowed by the provincial government to maintain their independence and have been functioning with the blessings of powerful religious families [11]. Aukaf department has performed reconstruction and expansion works on several important shrines under its reclaim. These works include the provisioning and restoration of public amenities, construction of attached mosques, and development of commercial properties on the open waqf lands and conservation of dilapidated structures. There are two types of shrines categorized by two legislative pieces i.e. Waqf properties Ordinance 1960 and Special Premises Preservation Act 1985. The first type of shrines are the ones in which Aukaf department has full jurisdiction to perform repair and maintenance work, while for the second type of shrines, approval of the Archaeology Department is mandatory for performing any sort of reconstruction work under the Special Premises Act 1985. The second category includes shrines which have been enlisted 'protected' due to their historical significance. The expansion project of the Shrine of Hazrat Data Ali Hajveri near Bhaati gate in Lahore has been consistently hailed and criticized as the flagship project for such reconstruction works under the supervision of public entities. The policy of turning shrines into multifunctional social and religious hubs administered by Aukaf, began in Ayub's era and continued under Zia-ul-Haq announced the expansion of hospital associated with the shrine and construction of Lahore's second largest mosque in Data Darbar premises [12].

Fig. 4: Ariel view of Data Ganj Baksh Source author, retrieved from google map on 30/3/17

Fig. 5: Plans and Elevation Shehzad. (2001)
There has been a tremendous change in the built environment of Data Darbar shrine after the completion of this project. Old incremental development strategies for shrines have been replaced by this modern mega-project style development strategy. The construction of mega-mosques alongside shrines as the construction of large minarets creates an overpowering religious perception, often undermining the spiritual ambiance of the shrine. The socio-religious environment of the shrine is becoming more Islamized rather Islamicate [13]. Often times, such modern and large-sized mosques are built after demolishing historical but small-sized mosques. Even though several historical shrines like the Data Darbar, Darbar Baba Bulleh Shah and Darbar Baba Farid are enlisted and protected under the Special Premises Act 1985.

Civil societies and concerned architects have shown resentment against these illegitimate acts of different provincial government departments which continue to damage historical and protected properties under the disguise of reconstruction and modernization. Construction of large-scale mosques near shrines is another such trend which hasn’t been appreciated by conservationists advocating originality. Usage of building materials and architectural designs which are not matched to the subcontinent's historical landscape. Also observed that most of the shrines reconstructed by Aukaf Department Punjab had no prior minaret structure but with the reconstruction work, large minarets were erected which has changed the architectural character of these shrines towards mosques. This trend continued with the reconstruction of Darbar Baba Farid in Sahiwal and Darbar Baba Bulleh Shah.

In 1278 Noor Muhammad Sadhu constructed a strong dome (Gumbad) so that in 1309 late Molvi Firoz din of carved white marble Sang e Mar Mar instead of Chobi Jalies and afterward Abdul Majeed crafted calligraphic poetry on Ramza Mubarak. In 1968 dome got cracks in it and then Major Ibrahim renovated the dome. Sūrah Yā-Sīn verses and name of Allah written by late Haji Din Muhammad. Jilal ul din Akbar rebuilt the Hujra e aitkaf of Hazrat Khwaja Moen ul din Chishti, afterward white stone latticed screen was being fixed by Department Aukaf Punjab. Similarly, one door was constructed at north side only for women. There has been a lot of decay that Data
Darbar has faced over the period of time yet there is lack of management seen in retaining these structures.

With growing numbers of za'ireen there would be a demand for retail items, especially considering the fact that most of them come from far-flung areas of the country. In places which are symbols of spirituality and sanctity, these shops have severely reduced the visibility of main entrances. Shrines located in dense urban areas have to bear this phenomenon at an alarming magnitude. Data Darbar is a magnificent shrine complex due to its size and the increasing number of pilgrims every year so any change in the design or scheme of the shrine complex will naturally have a great impact on other shrines of large, same or small scale across the country. Construction of Data Darbar Complex introduced the new institutional approach towards shrine reconstruction, before this project only small incremental changes were performed on shrine buildings mostly sponsored by mutawalis and the Aukaf [14]. The land acquired through the Land Acquisition Act 1894, which does mandate the disbursal of compensation amounts on market rates but miss on several other necessary items (e.g. compensation for temporary business owners who don’t possess any legitimate sale deed). Shrines in large urban centers like Lahore generate the bulk of revenues for Aukaf Department. In recent years, there has been a healthy growth in these revenues (Data Darbar tops the list with 8 percent increase between years 2015-16). This uneven pattern is one of the biggest hurdles in the formulation of an inclusive conservation approach for all the shrines under Aukaf’s control.

Targeted aids and grants from international donors like the USAID and DFID can help in reducing such tendencies of Aukaf and provincial government departments. USAID through the Ambassador’s grant of $50,000 helped Aukaf department in restoring the shrine of Hazrat Jalaludin Surkhposh in Uchh Sharif, South Punjab. Aukaf’s Director Projects, Muhammad Shabbir Malik led the team of artisans and workers which performed the restoration work of the dilapidated shrine structure [16]. Similarly, construction of new and larger mosques in the premises of Darbar Baba Bulleh Shah, Darbar Baba Farid and Darbar Shah Hussain have been performed through grants issued by the provincial government. Baba Bulleh Shah Shrine now comprises of the main tomb, attached mosque and its 102 feet high minarets, a library, arcade, twoway entrance to the shrine, landscaping and an administrative block.

Fig. 10: The three phases of expansion of Data Ganj Baksh in (a) and (b). Source: (Shehzad, 2012)
5. Conclusion

The presented research concluded the need for the comprehensive legislation’s framework for the religious architectural heritage sites like Data Darbar in Pakistan. This heritage asset through its unique historical significance demands for an urban scale redevelopment policy with the embedded architectural innovative solutions for their conservation and restoration. This detailed account through historical analysis and the evaluation of architectural interventions over the decades presents a case study for future works on the similar heritage sites by highlighting the strengths and weaknesses in the present scenario. There is strong need for the strengthening of Architecture Directorate in various provincial government departments, especially within Aukaf and Communication and Works Departments. Architects and conservationists having expertise in conservation participatory process (by engaging all the stakeholders) based on originality and aesthetics should play a leading role in shrine reconstruction projects instead of engineers and economists who focus solely on cost-benefit-analysis as observed in many cases. The cost-benefit-analysis is one of the major component but when the tangible and intangible values are associated with the heritage site than decisions needs to consider them on priority. Field investigations, laboratory work and archives research should be made an integral part of conservation plans and results obtained through research should be implemented during the project. Training of technical staff in modern project management techniques is the need of the hour. Shortage of skilled craftsmen due to the scarcity of conservation activity should be replenished through practical training programs and Technical & Vocational Training Authority (TEVTA) should be engaged in the process. The Data Darbar Complex bearing significantly outstanding universal value should also be listed for World Heritage Site as this site qualifies for an exceptional cultural tradition spanned over the decades.
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